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.SAI AND AUTONOMY OF SYNTAX 
Michael Rochemont 
0.0 In this paper we will critically examine the proposed analysis of 
Liberman (1975) of affective conditioned inversion constructions like that 
evidenced in the sentences which follow. 
Nowhere in the world can you find such beaches as these. 
At no time was John uncomfortable with Sue. 
Few men is David able to approach casually. 
The discussion assumes without subsequent argument the general validity of 
the framework of the. R.E.S.T., pa~ticularly as developed in Chomsky (1973) 1 
(1977) and related work. 
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 review the pruning analysis Liberman proposes 
and in section l .3, some of the problems associated with such an analysis are 
noted; it will be argued here that the correlations Liberrnan 1s pruning 
convention is designed to explain do not reflect true generalizations about 
English, and for this reason, the analysis will be seen to be without motivation . 
In section 2, I will present an alternative analysis of the data 
which does not necessitate adoption of a pruning convention while rema·ining 
consistent with the autonomous syntax thesis. Section 2.1 motivates a 
particular syntactic analysis of the relevant sentences, assuming a theory 
of grammar in which all syntactic operations are optional and unconstrained. 
In section 2.2, I present the semantic interpretive rules needed to properly 
fi 1 ter and interpret the possible surface structures which result from the 
syntactic analysis of section 2.l. In 2.3, I will outline some of the 
remaining problems, and 2.4 is devoted to some very general closing .remarks 
regarding the thesis of autonomous syntax and the theoretical framework 
which embodies it. 
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1.0 The Pruning Analysis 
1. 1 Liberman (1975} (henceforth L.) discusses sentences of the sort given 
in (1). · 
{1} a. Mary believes her husband is not happy. 
: b. Tom wants not to be jnvited to the party. 
'.'. c. Not having a lover r~al ly upsets Roger. 
He notes that the translation of (1~) for example roughly parallels (2a) 
and not (2b). 
(2)·a. Mary believes (not{h~r husband is happy)) 
b. not (Mary believes(h~r husband is happy) 
From sentehces like (1) and their iriterpretations, L draws the conclusion 
that (3) states a generalization about scope of negation in English. 
(3) · . (L 1s (8)) Negation goe~ on the clause that it's in {at surface 
'. structure [MRJ). i 
Consfder next [4a) and its approximJte translation (4b). 
(4) a. Fortune belongs to no man. 
f b. Not (for some man :x (fortune belongs to x)) 
(4) adheres strictly to the general1,zation in (3). L notes, however. that 
there are sentences which, like (4)J contain negated NPs, and yet which 
seem to form counterexamples to (3).: (5) and (6) are examples of such 
sentences. , 
(5) {L's (14)) The forecas~ is for no rain. 
'j 
(6) (L's (13d)) The election of no candidate is probable. 
(5) has a translation which roughly /parallels (7b), and not (7a), as {3) 
might 1 e ad us to expect. 
(7), a. Not (for some.rain x i{the foreca~t is for.x}) 
~;~~i·,····~1;,w·--··· ····!b· ,~~-~ D~ h~~ b~~~w~~~~~~~!~~~ 
(7b) indicates that the NP 1 no rain'· in l5) is translated as a clause, and 
not as a simple negated NP, as in l4). (6) provides corroborating evidence 
for this approach. {6) is ambiguous·; it can be translated roughly in one 
of two ways : · 
(8) ·a. Not {for some candidate x (the election of x -is probable} 
ib, ((not (for-some candi:date ::x {x's· election occurs))) is prooable) 
(Ba) would be true of {6) if no candidate could be certain he would be 
elected. (Sb). on the other hand, would be true of (6) if it were probable 
that none of the candidates would be elected. In .other words, on the 
interpretation of (6) as (Sb), the NP 'the election of no candidate' is 
being interpreted as a clause and negation is taking scope only with.in 
' 
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this clause, and on the interpretation of (6} as (Sa}, negation is taking 
scope over the whole sentence. The preceding discussion makes it apparent 
that the rules which assign s-cope of negation must be allowed to apply on 
phrases other than S, just in case these phrases may (as in the case of (6)) 
or must (as in the case of (5}) be translated as clauses.~ L suggests (9), 
therefore, as a suitably revised version of (3). 
(9) Negation goes on the (node that's translated as a) clause that 
it's in. 
In additio~ to (9), L considers two other generalizations about English. 
L proposes that intonational phrasing be done at surface structure by a 
rule like that given in (10). 
(10) 11 the boundaries of an S optfonally define an intonational 
phrase if the Sis a verbal argument, and obligatorily do so 
if it is not. 0 (L, p. 85) 
(10) predicts correctly the intonation breaks in all of the sentences 
of (11). 
(11} (L's (16}} a. Senator Eastland grew cotton to make money. 
b. Senator Eastland grew cotton, to make. money. 
c. To make money, Senator Eastland grew cotton. 
The sentences of (11) also exemplify l's third generalization. He defines 
a notion of the assertability of a sentence, by which he means ·to describe 
a native speaker's intuitions of what a sentence is .about. For example, 
in (lla), 11 we are talking about why Senator Eastland grew cotton. namely 
to make money. 11 {L p. 84). In (llb), 11 we are talking about what Senator 
Eastland did, namely grow cotton, and adding the peripheral observation 
that he did it to make money. 11 (L, p. 84). (llc) makes the same ,asserUon 
as {llb), except the peripheral observation, 'to make rnoney 1 , precedes 
rather than follows the sentence which has assertability. Another way to 
make a clear distinction between the assertions of these three sentences 
is to consider the questions which might be a~sociated with them; (12a,b,c) 
are appropriate questions for the responses (lla,b,c) respectively. 
(12) a. Why did Senator Eastland grow cotton? 
b. What did Senator Eastland do, to make money? 
c. To make money, what tlid Senator Eastland do? 
The crucial point here is that (llb,c) would be inappropriate as responses 
to (12a). L claims that assertability is defined on S by a rule which applies 
at surface structure: 
(13) nsomething is-assertable if in surface structure it's an S~ 
containing other S1 s only as verbal arguments, and which 
itself is not a verbal argument. 11 (1, p. 85) 
1.2 To recapitulate briefly, 1 have attempted in the preceding paragraphs 
to present, and give some slight argument for, three generalizations about 
English, as they are discussed in L; i.e. (9). (10), and (13). I will now 
summarize the argument which these genera 1 izations were designed to support. 
L's purpose in bringing them to light was to motivate an analysis of a 
particularly problematic set of syntactic phenomena. I refer here to 
3
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Subject Aux Inversion (henceforth SAI) after negative, or more generally, · 
to use a :tenn suggested by Klima (1964), 11 affecti.ve11 phrases. Thi.s 
construction is evidenced in (14): 
(14) a. At no time was John present for the ceremonies. 
b. Never haver seen such a display of grandeur. 
c. Under no·circumstances will the university change its ruling. 
d. Only after he left did I notice that the money was missing. 
Notice fu~thennare that SAi after these affective phrases is obligatory, 
as the sentences of (15) clearly indicate. · · 
(15) a. *At no time John was present for the ceremonies. 
b. *Never I have seen such a display of grandeur. 
c. *Under no circumstances the university will change its ruling. 
d. *Only after he left I noticed that the money was missing. 
L claims that Klima's analysis is inconsistent with the thesis of Autonomy 
of Syntax·, since the triggering feature for the application bf SAi in 
these cases is the feature "[+affective], said to have semantic and not 
syntactic;: motivation. Furthennore, he points out that the analysis is 
lacking in explanatory value becuase it is not just particular lexical 
items which merit this feature, but also particular combinations of lexical 
items which in and of themselves do not condition SAI. Compare (16a) 
to (14a) ~nd (16b): . 
(16) a. In no ti.me, John was present for the Geremony. 
b. In no way was John responsible for the accident. 
L maintains that there is no available syntactic mechanism which would 
ensure assignment of the feature [+affective] as a trigger for the application 
of SAI in all the relevant cases. As L poi.nts out, the situation is in 
fact even more troublesome than (16} suggests, in that some fronted negative 
phrases either may or may not condition SAI. Consider, for example. (17). 
(17) (cf L's (1)) a. John would be happy with no job. 
b. With no job wo~ld John be happy • 
.. ...... . ..  ........ ............ . .. . .... .... .. ... - . .... ............... . c •. ... With .. no.,. . ... J.obn ... would ... b.e ... a ··-··-·-·· ··· .. ··· 
It is the sentences of (17) with which Lis primarily concerned, simply 
because they demonstrate the problem most conveniently. (17a) is ambiguous; 
it can mean either (18a) or (lBb). · 
(18) a. There is no job such that John would be happy witn it.. · 
· b. John would be happy H he had no job. 
In other :words, the negation in (17a) -can take either wide scope, as in 
(18a}, or narrow scope, as in (lBb). (l7b,c), on the other hand, are both 
unambiguous. (17b} has on·1y the reading (1 Ba), where negation has wide 
scope, and (17c) has only the reading (lBb}, where negation has narrow 
scope. If we consider also sentences like (19), 
(19) a. John would be happy, with no job. 
b. *With no job, would John be happy. 
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we notice that where there is an intonation break before or after the PP, 
on1y the narrow scope reading is possible (cf. (17c) and (19a)). and when 
the fronted phrase conditio'ns SAI (hence wide scope of negation), no 
intonation break following tfle PP is possible (cf. (19b}). In addition, L 
claims that in a sentence in which fronting of the PP has occurred but 
not SAI (as in (17c)), the fronted phrase is not part of the assertion 
of the sentence, but is rather a peripheral observation. In (17b), 
where both fronting and inversion have applied, assertability must be assigned 
to the sentence to include the fronted PP. L concludes from these obser-
vations that any analysis of affective-conditioned SAI must respond to 
the following questions: 
/1 / 
/2/ 
/3/ 
Why does wide scope of negation correlate with SAI (as in (17b))?· 
Why does the absence or presence of an intonation pause following 
the fronted phrase correlate with the application or non-
application of SAI (cf (17c) and (19b))? 
Why does the inclusion or exclusion of the fronted phrase in 
the assertions of (17b,c) respectively correlate with the 
application or non-application of SAI? 
L proposes an analysis which answers /1/-/3/. His proposal 1s that 
SAI triggers pruning of the Snode in sentences where it applies, as is 
demonstrated in the following 1 before 1 and 'after' structures: 
(20} a. before SAI 
s 
b. after SAI 
s 
............... 
COMP S 
~ 
NP AUX VP 
~ 
COMP AUX NP VP 
His motivation for this proposal is that it increases the general1ty of 
three independently motivated rules (i.e. (9), (10}, and (13)) and hence 
does not constitute an~ hoc solution to the problems posed in /1/-/3/. 
At this point it would be instructive to quickly survey the derivation 
of (17b,c) under the analysis L proposes. In this system, (17a) has two · 
associated underlying structures; one in which the PP 'with, r.,o job' is a 
cl ausa 1 adjunct, as represented in (21 a};· and one in which the PP I with 
no job' is embedded in the VP as a complement to the predicative adjective 
'happy•. as represented in (21b}. This predicts that English could have 
a sentence like (17a), except that it would have two with phrases, 
and not just onei (21c) is an example of such a sentence. 
(21) a. s 
COM~PP 
~~ 6. R_ with no job 
John~e 
happy 
b. ~ 
COMP S 
/"-. 
NP b 
J£:n would be 
happy with 
no job 
5
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c. John is happy with nothing he does~ with the high standards 
he sets for himself. · 
{21a) corresponds to the reading of (17a) on which negation is assigned 
narrow scope, and (21b) to that on which negation takes wide scope. 
In either case, the PP is fronted to COMP position3 so that after 
fronting, but before SAI, (17b,c) will have the same associated inter-
mediate structure, (22): 
(22) s 
~ COMP S 
~ /~ 
with no job John would be happy 
Under L1 s analysis, SAI applies freely, so that both (22) and (23) 
are possible surface structures. 
(23) 
COMP 
I 
pp 
~ 
with no job llh would John be happy 
In (23}, SAI has applied, with concomitant pruning of the Snode. (22), 
then, is the structure corresponding to (17c}, and (23) is that which 
corresponds to (17b} . As previously noted, L proposes that one structural 
possibility for determining whether some phrase is to be clausally 
interpreted or not is whether it is clausally adjoined. The PP in (22) 
is clausally adjoined, and hence must be clausally interpreted;4 i.e. negation 
it is predicted, will take only narrow scope in {17c). Furthennore, the 
fronted PP in (23) cannot be clausally interpreted since SAI has pruned 
the Snode to which it was previ ously adjoined; hence the phrase must be 
interpreted as a verbal argument, with the result that negation is assigned 
i 1 .. J. .a e c li k _____ l . Un er _____ _ ' - _ j,,L~~~ 
s --ano er permi-ss,b1e · er,vatiori -of -7 · ; t at -,s·; one ·in"whlcfit~ronte d -
PP originates as a clausal adjunct, as diagrarrrned in (21a). In such a 
derivation, the pruning of S, again, prevents the phrase from receiving a 
clausal interpretation in (23) , and although the phrase cannot be considered 
to bind a trace in the VP, it can be associated with an arnpty PP complement 
to the predicative adjective, hence the resulting interpretation.5 L 
notes that this approach correctly predicts the ungrarrrnaticality of a 
sentence like 
{24) *With no job would John be dull. 
In (24) . the fronted phrase must be clausally interpreted, since there is 
no subcategorization of 'dull' which allows it to take a PP complement, 
6
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as (2 5} sh.ows ! 
(25} *John would be dull with no job.6 
However, SAI has destroyed the structural condition which would allow 
the fronted PP in (24) to be clausally interpreted. Since this phrase can 
then receive no interpretation at all, the sentence is ruled out. Thus it 
is seen that L's analysis of affective-conditioned inversion is consistent 
with the notion of autonomous syntax: SAI is analyzed as a process which is 
unconstrained syntactically, 1n that there are no triggering mecnanisms 
for the application of the rule. The pruning device in conjunction with 
conditions on the we11-formedness of semantic representations ensure that 
all the ungrammatical outputs of the syntactic component will be filtered 
out and marked as ungra1Tmatical as a function of other distinct components 
of the gra11111ar. The reader should note, however. that the pruning convention 
constitutes an essential contribution to this analysist since it is pruning 
which prevents the preposed phrase in {24) from being clausa11y interpreted, 
thus preventing the sentence from being fully interpreted. 
1.3 What 1 have attempted to do in the preceding pages is to present 
as concisely as possible the form of L's argument for a pruning convention 
associated with the application of SAl. L's major goal in this analysis 
is to produce a gra1Tmar which not only adequately describes the correlations 
suggested in /1/-/3/ but also explains these correlations on independent 
grounds. A rather substantial blow would be dealt to a pruning analysis 
for the cases we have considered if it could be shown that the questions 
in /1/-/3/ are misdirected; i.e. that the correlations they suggest do 
not, in fact. exist. Sentences like (26) clearly indicate that the correlations 
suggested in /1/ and /2/ mu~t not be incorporated intp any descriptively 
adequate gra1Tmar of English. 
(26) a. With no job, wo.uld John be happy? 
b. With no job, would John be dull? 
c. With no job, would John be dull! 
d. With no job, would John be happy! 
In (26), SAl has applied with the semantic effect of producing a question 
or an exclamative; the fronted PP is clausally interpreted and negation · 
has narrow scope. In other words, it is not the case, as /1/ suggests, 
that a gra1T111ar of English must necessarily correlate wide scope of negation 
·and SAI. Furthermore. (26} provides clear evidence that a fronted phrase 
may or may not be foil owed .by an intonation break, seemingly independently 
of whether SAI has applied or not, so that /2/, also, suggests a correlation 
which a gra1Tmar of English need not, and in fact must not, ·tncorporate. 
I assume, however, that at least (26a,b) are irrelevant to the 
question posed in /3/; it is difficult to imagine how the notion of asser-
tability would be applied to questions, although the definition of asserta-
bility which L gives does not rule out the possibility. But assuming that 
such a possibility can be excluded from the statement of (13). it can 
still be shown that even such a revised version of (13). on whose formulation 
the question posed in /3/ crucially depends, would be inadequately defined. 
As an example, consider the topicalization construction fo English. 
7
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(27} 
" 
·t: 
-~-
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Tom, r adm1re a greaf deal. 
Americans. few 'Canadians 11ke. 
With herself, Mary is often upset. 
Undergraduate courses, our students have been trained to 
teach. 
e. On that chair, my grandmother seldom sits. 
Many rese.~rchers (e.g. Chomsky (1977)} have assumed a structure for topicalized 
sentences; like {27) in which the preposed phrase is embedded in a position 
outside of S • . Obviously, such analyses pose serious problems for a more 
adequate statement of (13), since -we can safely assume that in all the 
sentences·; of {27), the preposed phrase is a necessary part of the assertions 
the sentences make. 
C~nsider now the following set of sentences: 
(30) a. John{did not7 ktll his wife because he loved her. 
ldidn 1t/ 
b. Did John not kill his wife because he loved ·her? 
c. Oidn 1 t John ki.11 his wife because he loved her? 
(30a) is ;ambiguous,;. the 'because I cl a use may fal 1 within or without the 
scope of ·-negation.' Assuming the validity of (9), this ambiguity may 
be represented as follows: · 
(31)a. ~ b. s 
COMP S 
John didntt kill his wife 
because he loved her 
~ 
COMP S S 
~~ 
John didnlt kill because he 
his wife loved her 
Basically the same facts hold for (30b); it is ambiguous, and its ambiguity 
can be represented in much the same fashion as that of (30a). {30c), on 
the other hand, is unambiguous; it has only the reading where the 'because' 
" ·--'- ·"' - · "' ·" ·-· ··"··- · ,··'" " . ···- . . -~,. ' ,,.,,., .. . 
-·-.. ·-···· ,, ____ lhat incases -nke ~{lOc) ,··'t ·e ·AUX 0 nar·oeen· move·a1nto· complemen;t1zer -·-- .- ........ .. _ ..... _.- .. .. . . 
position8, and hence, given (9), the 'because' clause wi11 fall within the 
scope of rnegation no matter where it is in the structure; i.e. either the 
position !indicated in (31a) or that indicated in (31b). Notice, though, 
that (32a,b) are the structures that L Would be obliged to assign {30b,c) 
respectively. 
(32) a. b. 
Xn.tA~ LJ L,_1oved her 
John kill his wife 
COM~S 
± /JL~ didn't John kill his because 
wife he loved 
her 
8
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In other words, (30b) constitutes a counterexample to l's ana1ysis, since 
SAI wil1 condition pruning of the Snode, producing for (30b) a structure 
which is identical to tnat for (30c), at least with respect to the application 
of (9). This predicts only one reading for (30b), the one on which negation 
receives wide scope interpretation. I can see no non-ad hoc way in which 
L1 s pruninQ convention can be revised so as to make the correct prediction 
vis a vis { 30b). 9 
What I have attempted primarily to show in what precedes 1s that 
any theory which attempts to incorporate or explain the correlations outlined 
in /1/-/3/ is misdirected and is not descriptively adequate as a character-
ization of English. The notion of assertability, even if valid, does not 
of itself provide sufficient motivation for the adoption of a pruning analysis; 
any claim to this effect would make the analysis simply ad hoc. (26a,b) 
clearly show that. a fronted PP can receive a clausal interpretation and be 
followed by an inverted auxiliary without the necessary association of wide 
scope of negation. Assuming an analysis like L1St such a PP would never 
be able, given the conditions for pruning of S, to receive a clausal 
interpretation. L 1s analysis stems from the notion that the assumed 
association of wide scope of negat1on with SAI is a principled matter to. 
be incorporated into and explained by the grarnnar. The evidence considered 
here, however, suggests that SAI is associated with wide scope of negation 
in preposed phrases just so long as the latter fail to be clausal1y 
interpreted, and. furthermore, do not fall outside of the intonation boundaries 
of the root S. It might be claimed that L's analysis does not, in fact, 
attempt to explain the correlations suggested in /1/-/3/ in any direct 
manner. Specifical1y1 it might be claimed that what L has attempted to do 
is explain why it is that the negative operator in fronted affective 
phrases which are not separated from the main clause by a break in the intona-
tion and furthermore are irrmediately followed by an inverted AUX is always 
assigned wide scope. If this in fact is a valid correlation, then an 
example like (26) is insufficient to invalidate L's arguments, since the 
obligatory intonation break automatically will disallow an interpretation 
of the negative operator in the fronted phrase as having wide scope. 
I believe, however. that (33) and similar examples show conclusively 
that it is simply misguided to attempt to correlate the absence of an 
intonation break before the AUX 1n such cases with an 1nterpretation of the 
inverted structure as affective-conditioned. 
{33) With no job would John be happy? 
(33), with main stress on 1 job 1 , contrasts with (33'): 
(33 1 } With no job, would John be happy? 
And yet, both (33) and (33 1 ) require an interpretation on which negation 
is assigned narrow scope only. 
2.0 An Alternative Analysis 
2.1 · The crucial assumption L makes in analyzing {1'7) and 09} i:s that the 
phrase being fronted moves into complementizer position. In fact, it is 
this assumption which necessitates L's proposal for pruning. However, to 
9
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say that a phrase is moved into pre-sentential position is not necessarily 
to say that it is moved into comp1ementizer position. Examine the structures 
in { 34): · 
(34) a. s 
~ 
COMP S 
I~ 
PP AUX NP VP 
~. {with no job) 
b. s 
~ 
COMP S 
~ 
PP AUX NP VP 
L'» (with no job) 
(34a) is ~he structure for which L proposes pruni.ng. l would like to propose 
that the $tructure for sentences like (17b} is (34b). Notice that, given 
(34b), both (9) an~0(10) apply correctly in the cases considered without need for revision. There is, moreover, at least one argument that (34b) 
is the correct structure for sentences like (17b). This argument is basically 
analogous to that considered in connection with the sentences in (30). 
,• 
{35) Under no circumstances would John be happy because his wife 
left him. 
(35) is an,:ibi~uous in precisely the same way that (30a) is ambiguous; i.e. 
the 'because clause can be either inside or outside the scope of negation. 
If the initial PP were in COMP position, we would expect only one reading 
instead of two, as was the case with (30c}. By assuming that this initial 
PP is in some pre-sentential S-dominated position, we can both preserve 
(9) and explain the ambiguity of (35.). 
What of the structure of sentences like (17c)? My proposal is that 
these sentences are derived by a separate rule than that which fronts phrases 
in sentences like {17b). This rule would apply to_JJhrases in sentence~final 
position which are adjoined to Sand dominated by -S-. lt is the same rule 
which fronts the 'because' clause in sentences like (36a) to give (36b): 
1 
(36) a. John didn't kill his wife, because he loved her. 
~~~~~:~~~~:=~-=-=:~~;:~~-~~-=- ~~ Jt -~~~e~~ct;;i J9.~t\~~~~J.f~~~-~=~·:.=:::z: ·~~::. !:'.:~.~-  
Notice that this rule cannot derive (36b} from a structure in which the 
1because 1 . clause is embedded within S; (36b) has only the reading associated 
with {36a), and not also that associated with (37): 
(37) John didn't kill his wife because he loved her; (he did it 
· because he hated her). · 
Similarly, {17c) has only the reading of narrow scope of negation associated 
with (17a), and not also that associated with (17b): 
(17) a. John would be happy(,) with no job. 
b. With no job would John be happy. 
c. With no job, John would be happy. 
10
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There is in fact some slign.t e.vtdence that tile.re are two distinct _ 
rules irwolved 'in the derivation of (176,c}. ln tfi.e rule which. appli.es on S 
to sister adjoin phrases to the left of .S wfiich had previously been sister 
adjoined to its right, there is no optionality of pied piping; the entire 
phrase must be moved~ In the rule wnich applies to move sentence-internal 
phrases to pre-subjectival PffTition, however, ,it is not necessary to move 
the preposition with the NP. ,12 For example, consider the sentences ln 
(38) and (39). 
(38) a. With no joc. John would be happy. 
b. *No job, John would be happy with. 
c. With two men in the office to help her, Mary is more 
than overworked. 
d. *Two men in the office to help her, Mary is more than 
overworked with. 
(39) a. With no job would John be happy. 
b. No job would John be happy with. 
This is explained under an analysis w_htch assumes two rules by the fact 
that the fronting rule which applies in (39} (henceforth Rl} moves NPs •. 
and, optionally, PPs, whereas that which applies in (39) (henceforth R2) 
moves categories Sor PP from! complement position. It is now obvious 
whr (36b) cannot be derived from (37), since R2 properly analyzes Sas (one 
of} its context predicates. . 
Notice that assLBDption of the structure given in (34b) and these 
two fronting rules with different properties does not a priori exclude the 
possibility of a pruning analysis similar to that suggested by L. Suppose 
we assume, for example, that Rl applies in such a way as to .Chomsky-adjoin 
the fronted phrase to S, as the diagram in ( 40) suggests: 
(40) ! 
~ 
COMP S Rl 
J h 
no job · 
s 
co~s 
P~S 
wi~b ~ 
J~e 
happy 
If we also assume, following L, that SAI applies and concomttantly prunes 
the immediately dominating Snode, the structure for (17b} will be (41): 
(41) 
. ~ 
-----------
COMP S 
pp 
-~ 
p 
~ 
VP 
b~ 
11
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(41} is identi.cal to the structure (34b}. Thi.s analysts ts further sup~orted 
by consideration of the topical ization examples. discussed i.n {27), or 
1i ke { 42); 
(42} To Bill, Mary has always seemed weird. 
r' 
t· 
If we assume that in (42), thP. fronted phrase is moved by Rl, the resulting 
structure ~is ( 43). 
?. 
(,43) s 
COM~l 
PP So 
t~ M~as always seemed weird 
{43) 1s cdnsistent with (10). Furthennore, the fronted phrase will not 
be clausally interpreted, because it binds a trace in s0 (cf. fn. 4}. 
{44): 
,, 
The case is made even stronger when we consider sentences like 
(44) a. 
b. 
John would be dull under no circumstances. 
Under no circumstances would John be dull. 
c. John would be dull under those circumstances. 
d. Under those circumstances, John would be dull. 
L's argument concerning (24) and (25) suggests that the PPs in the sentences 
of (44) do not originate as complements to the predicative adjective. 
An alternative approach might be to suggest that they are internal to S but 
external to VP. On this analysis, Rl would be the fronting rule applying 
in (44b,d) with the subsequent application of SAI in (44b). The structures 
associated with {44b,d), then, would correspond to those in (41} and {43), 
respectively. 
The adoption of this sort of pruning analysts also makes the corre.ct 
predictions with respect to (35), repeated here for convenience as (45). 
~ · ·: _ ~~~,~~·"":~~- ':iiil~"i ~Z·,-"n-:--:=~iiii!itaii"~: -·······n~-· ---,g5·~·r ·~-N<~--~-·; --··:--- ······ ······ ~': "'"'·"::·-··'_ :·'"";·----- ·:··::···- --·-,,;-·· n,•,:,,, .. w.- :· ···'-•n 
··----"·· -- ---- ---........ ____ (4-St ·-anaer-·rro-- ·-c·tr lln-rstarrces··- woul·d ·"·i:John-- be*.!.flar,p f!t ,-t1>ec a~ -~!!~~:~~~ -~ 
his wife left him. 
Again, (45) is ambiguous, and that ambiguity is captured_under this approach: 
in one case, the 'because' clause will be a daughter of s. and hence outside 
the scope .,of -the negation . However, this approach still fails to capture 
the lack of ambiguity in the somewhat analogous example of (30c}, repeated 
here as (46}. 
(46} Didn't John shoot his wife(,) because he loved her? 
It fails in this case because Rl has not applied to place an i.nterveni_ng 
S node between the original S and S. As a result, ( 46} will have the same 
structure as (30b), its non-contracted counterpart, and the (obviously false) 
prediction is that neither sentence is am~iguous. -
12
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Tne problem is further complicated on consideration of examples 
like (47} •. 
(47} a. Who did John not kill (,) because he was jealous? 
b. Who didn't John kill (,) because he was jealous? 
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(47a,b} are both ambiguous, a situation which is exactly contrary to that 
predicted by this revised pruning analysis. Furthermore, I can see no 
non-ad hoc way in which the analysis can be salvaged. As a result, I will 
assume that pruning of Sin the cases we have examined is insufficiently 
motivated to justify further consideration. 
2.2 Let us assume, then, that the relevant sentences of (17), (19), (24), 
(25), and {44} are best analyzed as resulting from the application of one 
of two movement rules and SAi. I will maintain an analysis of these cases 
in which Rl fronts phrases to a pre-subjectiva··1 S-dominated position • 
. Sentences like (17c) will be derived by application of R2, Under the theory 
of grammar I am adoptin~ all syntactic transformations apply freely in the 
course of syntactic derivations. SAI need not be conditioned by any pre-
subjecti val factors, and will apply freely in both embedded and root sentences. 
I have as yet no explanation for why it is ruled out in the case of indirect 
questions. but, as the sentences of (47 1 ) show, it is not ruled out in 
embedded sentences when its controlling environment is an affective phrase. 13 
(47') a. John regrets that under no circumstances will he be allowed 
to visit Sue. 
b. *John regrets that under no circumstances he will be allowed 
to visit Sue. 
c. Mary exclaimed that seldom had she seen such a show. 
d. *Mary exclaimed that seldom she had seen such a show. 
e. The doctors wish to make perfectly clear that in no way 
( will theyJ be held responsible for accidents which occur *they will 
on the operating table. 
With this syntactic analysis, and the deep structures (48a.b) 
for (17a), the possible resulting surface structures will be (49}. 
(48) a. S b. 
co~ 
(49) a. 
ff~ ~ ~-L.....::::::::: __ _ 
John would be happy with 
no job 
s 
co~s 
 
no job 
b. 
COMP~P 
~  John would be witn no job 
happy 
s 
~~ 
J~ with no job 
happy 
13
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,.:,~:..._., ~·~ • •., ',-. :·~·'."fw.,•~ .. ~",. • ',>, ' ,• 'C. :,, ,; i',,• ·~ ., ,,_ , V 
., . .,. .. ;.;;. .. · ... -'. 
C, SAl · S 
i coM~s 
------". would John be happy with no j of> 
d.SAI 
~w~ 
happy 
e. Rl f. R2 
cop 
I 
': ~ " 
t\'nt no .Jo ~ with ·no job 
l -
g. Rl&SAi COM~ 
, P.P AUX R VJ.._ ' 
h. R2&SAI S 
COM~ 
pp 
I  ~~~~ ~~
I Will next specify the interpretive operations which 'apply to these 
structures. I asstJTJe for these rules that they apply like transformations; 
that is, )ith~y will take phrase markers as their input, and give revised 
phrase markers as their output. One reason I make this assumption is 
that a sentence like ' (l8b) can f>e interpreted only as a declarative 
statement in· which negation takes wide scope, and not also as a question 
with wide scope of negation; i.e. (50), on the interpret~tion where the 
fronted phrase takes wide scope of negation, is ungrammatical: 
'(SO) *With no job would John be happy? 
~ --~~~-~~~~-~~t~=;~i ~-~-- ; ~r~a~~lJ, ~:!:;~=y~~~j. !:.;~wg-...... _______ ' -- --.-
particular structure ·w1,, ch ....... are anaiyzeaascl ausesl5y · 'fl'ie sennrrtttc - rules·----------------
( i.e. are clausall~ interpreted). Furthennore, it should be specified 
that I consider (9) to be a general condition on rules which interpret 
negation~ in that suth rules cannot analyze variables containing S (or 
clausal)\ boundaries. 
(51) Scope of negation 'interpretation. 
[CWlM 
W2 
[W 3 neg W4JW5 J
15 9neg[CWl M w2 [W 3 0 W4J w5J
16 
'(52) Yes-No question interpretation 
[cw, AUX NP Wz] ) ?[c wl NP AUX Wz]17 
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(53) Wide scope of negation interpretation 
In (49a), (51) will apply, giving negation in that case wide scope. 
John would be happy with no job. 
In (49b), the clausally adjoined PP will be clausally interpreted, and (51), 
or something like it, wi11 apply to give negation scope only within that 
clause. 
John would be happy, with no job. 
(52) applies to both of (49c,d), thoggh in (49d), the tlausally adjoined 
phrase wi 11 be outside of the scope of the question operator. a not implausible 
result. · 
Would John be happy with no job? 
Would John be happy, with no job? 
(49e) cannot be analyzed by any of (51)-(53). and so will not receive an 
interpretation, which rules it out. (49f) will be interpreted in precisely 
the same manner as (49b). 
With no job, John would be happy. 
In (49g). both of (53) and (53) are eligible. to apply; if (52) applies, it 
will destroy the environ~ent for the application of (53), with the result 
that the sentence-initia·1 PP will go uninterpreted,. since it cannot be 
interpreted as a clause, so the derivation will be ruled out; if {53) 
applies, the interpretation assigned wil1 ··be that of wide scope of negation, 
and the application of . (53) wil 1 prevent the sentence from being further 
interpreted as a question. 
With no job would John be happy. 
In (49h), the clausally adjoined PP will receive a clausal interpretation, 
and negation will take scope within that clause only; in addition, (52) 
will apply to assign that sentence the interpretation of a question. 
With no job, would John be happy? 
2. 3 The system l have out 1 ined will correctly generate the examples 
considered above.l~ It is not, however. without problems. Consider, for 
example. the derivations of the sentences of (44), repeated here as (54). 
{54) a. John would be dull under no circumstances. 
b. Under no circumstances would John be dull. 
c. John would be dull under those circumstances. 
d. Under those circumstances, John would be dull. 
15
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Superficjally, it appears that the derivations of (54a-d) cannot proceed 
analogously to those of (17a-c). This is so primarily because such an 
analysis would require treating 'under no c1rcumstances 1 as originating 
in a different position than 1 under those circumstances 1 , a seemingly 
implausible assumption. The two interpretations of (17a) can be related 
to differing deep structure positions as possibilities for the clause-final 
1with 1 p~rase. (54a), on the other hand, is unambiguous, and so is its 
non-affective counterpart, (54c). Notice, however, that it . is possible 
to construct a structural argument akin to that given in relation to the 
positions of the 'because' clauses in (30a). Consider the following 
sentences: ); 
(55) John wouldn't be dull under many circumstances. 
(56) John wasn't happy at many times during his life • 
. (57) John was happy at no time during his life. 
(55) is akin to (54c). with the exception that in (55), thetPP contains a 
quantifier, and the sentence has been negated. But notice that (55} is 
ambiguous; on one reading, the quantifier is within the scope of the 
negation., and on the other, it is outside it. Furthennore, .·in the latter, 
an intonation break is possible before the PP, but not in the former. 
The ambiguity of (55) can be explained if we assume, as for ' 'because 1 
clauses, ~that there are two possible deep structure positions for these 
phrases; one which is a daughter to Sand one which is a daughter to s. 
The same-, analysis holds for (56}. Furthermore, if we compare (56) 
with (5r) and (55) with (54a1, we notice that in (57) and {54a), no intonation 
break is :possible before the PP. This is because the PPs 'at no time' 
and 1 under no circumstances' are of a type which cannot be clausally 
interpreted, and are always assigned the feature I+affective] (cf. (17) 
and the preceding discussion). Given this ,approach. we can ,assume a 
derivation for (54d) analogous to that for {17c) (=(49f)). It must be 
noted, though, that there is another possible derivation of (54d). This 
is given in (58): 
( 58) a. 'S' 
co~ 
b. s 
--------
COMP 
· · · .. ·.··· .. .. .. ... ....... · :· , John wou1 d be dul 1 under· ... · . · ~ , . ' & ·~--- ·---···· 
, ; those c1rcumstances u~ · 0 n would be dull 
· circumstances 
It is not entirely clear that we would want to rule out this derivation 
for (54d). The main problem it present~ is that (10) now makes the wrong 
prediction with respect to the structure (58b}. (10) says specifically 
that the fronted PP may not be separated from the main clau$e by an 
intonation break, which (54d} clearly falsifies. (10), however. must be 
refonnulated anyway, as can be seen by consideration of traditional and 
well-motivated analyses of matrix iH questions, for example. If WH 
exclamatives are analyzed in a similar fashion to WH questions,19 then 
they too present problems for the fonnulation of a rule of intonation boundary 
assignment, as do topicalization analyses which move the topic to some 
sententially adjoined position {cf. e.g. Chomsky (1977)). This problem 
16
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of how to state a rule of intonation boundary assignment is further 
complicated by consideration of embedded topicalizations, as for example, 
in (59}. 
(59} Mary will always believe that, to Bill, she is nothing 
more than the girl next door. 
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Notice that ordinarily, sentences embedded as complements are not eligible 
for intonation phrase status, as in (60): 
(60) *John denies, that he is a fool. 
It may well be that intonation bounda~~es are not assigned at surface 
structure, as L suggests. but before. If such is the case, then semantic 
interpretation rules can be made sensitive to intonation boundaries, an 
approach which would obviate the necessity for two deep structure positions 
for 'because' clauses, 'with' phrases, etc. An investigation along these 
lines obviously deserves further consideration. But because of the problems 
apparent with a complete and accurate statement of (10}, I will ignore 
how (10) bears on the analysis r have presented and assume that some other 
analysis of intonation phrase determination can be fonnulated which will 
make the correct predictions for WH questions and sentences like (59) 
and (60), as well as for structures like (58b). 
2.4 The preceding discussion has been an attempt to present a coherent 
syntactic and semantic analysis of the affective-conditioned inversion 
construction and related phenomena. At this point. some genera1 statements 
concerning the approach adopted here are in order. In the theory I am 
assuming, all syntactic and semantic operations apply freely. They are 
constrained in two ways: firstly, by a set of conditions (perhaps filters) 
of a universal character, along the lines of such proposals in the literature 
as the Analyzability Condition (cf. May (1977)), the Specified Subject 
Condition (cf. Chomsky (1973)), etc.; and secondly, that all terms of all 
strings must receive an interpretation, both individually, and with respect 
to the clause{s) in which they occur. I have assumed.! priorj the Thesis 
of Autonomy of Syntax for two reasons: first because it is consistent 
with the framework of grammar within which I have been working; and second 
because what I have attempted to present here is an analysis of SAI in 
affective-conditioned environments (a construction which has typically been 
assumed to disconfinn the autonomous syntax thesis) which is consistent 
with some version of the autonomous syntax position. The analysis I 
have presented accomplishes this since SA! is not conditioned under this 
proposal by any pre-subjectival factors. It is free to apply anywhere 
and requires only a tensed AUX for its application. Presumably, the 
characteristics of phrases which may or must condition SAI after fronting 
will be statable in the structural description of {53), or possibly where 
the rules of interpretation apply. Under the system of granvnar I have 
presented, there is one syntactic operation of SAI which produces structures 
which serve to trigger the application of (at least} two semantic interpreta-
tion rules. That this is ·possible 1s not a feature solely of a system 
which incorporates the autonomous syntax hypothesis. It can be contrasted, 
however~ with a theory of granmar whioh stipulates that for each syntactic: 
operation there is an associated semantic operation. Such an approach 
precludes the possibility for an analysis like that given here, but it is not, 
17
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for that reason, a misdirected approach. All I have attempted to show is. 
that a theory of grallJllar which incorporates the stand that syntax i.s 
autonomously defined is as descri:ptively adequate with respect to affective-
conditioned SAI as one which permits syntactic rules to mention semantic 
features or one which requires a one-to-one correspondence between the 
syntactic and the semantic operations. 
1t should be made clear, flowever, precisely how the theory of grarrmar 
I have assumed relates the syntax and the semanticst since such a relation, 
there has never been any doubt, must be defined. Under this theory, for 
the child acquiring language, the syntactic rules are of the simplest 
possible imaginable fonn-; the rules cannot undergenerate the data, but 
they can easily overgenerate. The overgenerated forms are ruled out in one 
of two ways; either by universal conditions on the fonn or functioning 
of transformations or by the specific formulation of the interpretive rules, 
which only allow the good sentences to be interpreted. It is the inter-
pretive rules, thent which require the greatest work on the part of the child 
to acquire. Under such a theory t i.t i.s necessary to specify the surface 
fonn of constructions li.ke. say. tags, in the interpretive component; only 
those surface structures which bear structural identity to tags as they 
are defined by the relevant interpretive rule(s) will be interpreted; the 
others will go uninterpreted and for this reason will be excluded by the 
grammar. The function of the interpretive rules, then, is to facilitate 
translation of surface structures on tne basis of their form into the 
broader semantic theory. or metalanguage, which is, presumably~ universal. 
Thus it may be said that a sentence 1 s fonn determines its meaningt though 
the latter is not compositionally arrived at, as it is under other 
assumptions. An oversimplified, thougfl convenient, view of this approach 
is that the meaning of a sentence is determined on the bas·is of a linear 
bracketed representation which encodes all the syntactic infonnation 
relevant to a proper semanti.c interpretation. This information is other-
wise represented in a compositional semantics approach. Under this latter 
approach, the semantics is specified by 11 building it up" for some structure 
in precisely the same way that the syntax "built up 11 the structure. Crucial 
to such an approach is the idea that the semantics must be able to recover, 
step by step, the method by which some structure has been constructed 
by the syntax, so that it may assign the sentence an interpretation in 
other words, the semantics must someho\-t or other make global reference 
---ffl""tff~'~Yrtt~Tt)T""tttrrg§tl*tre·tm~~'!'"fY~ '"'~,;;;\'ih._ 
in a surface structure interpretive theory of the sort presented here, 
on the other hand, is that all the syntactic information relevant to a 
proper semantic analysis can be specified without unrestricted global 
reference to the syntactic hi story of the structure. Ur.ider t11i s approach. 
traces are crucially referred to, although the explicit claim is that 
traces carry all the syntactic infonnation needed for the task faced by 
the semantics, but that this infonnation is less than that given under 
a compositional semantics approach. In other words, the essential argument 
is that the grammar which embodies a compositional semantics does more 
work than is necessary to adequately accomplish the task it was designed 
to accomplish, and, as such, is not as hignly valued as the alternative 
-theo.ry of grarrmar. This entire issue is, of course, an empirical one, 
but one which is far from being resolved, given the present relative state 
of achievement within either approach to natural language analysis.21 
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Footnotes 
1. I wish from the outset to establish for_the reader the theoretical 
framework within which I have conducted this investigation. I have 
simply assumed. without argument, the general validity of what is 
commonly referred to as the Extended Standard Theory, particularly 
as it is outlined tn Chomsky (1973) and related works. 
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2. L does not su9gest any fonnal mechanism for determining whether, in 
cases like (6J and (5) a phrase may or must receive a clausal inter-
pretation. Presumably, in cases like (6) there exists some structural 
reason for the ambiguity, as can be seen by comparing (6} with an 
example like: 
(i) No candidate's election is probable. 
where only the reading given in {Ba), with wide scope of negation, is 
possible. In cases of t5), I can see no obvious structural reason 
why this NP should be clausally interpreted; it seems to be an idio-
syncratic property of this particular noun. Cf., for example: 
(ii) Forecasters are predicting some rain in most parts of the nation. 
where a clausal interpretation of the NP in object position is the 
only sensible one possible. This is not to say that the noun 1 rain 1 
always forces a clausal interpretation of the phrase in which it 
appears. 
{iii) All the forecasters correctly predicted no rainfall •. 
(iii) is plausibly ambiguous; the two readings are disambiguated in 
the sentences of (iv): 
(iv) a. No rainfall, all the forecasters correctly predicted, 
b. No rainfall did all the forecasters correctly predict. 
3. L assumes a priori that these phrases are in complementizer position. 
4, The statement of determination of clausal translation for some phrases 
is actually insufficient to adequately support this claim. Presumably, 
L would not wish to allow a derivation of {17c) in which the PP 
originated as a complement to the predicative adjective, primarily 
because the fronted phrase would then bind a trace within the main 
clause. This feature of the derivation would predict a reading for . (17c) wherein the fronted phrase was interpreted as ·{binding the position 
of) a complement to the predicative adjective; i.e. the reading 
associated with (17b). This is obviously false. All that is needed 
to prevent such a derivation is the stipulation that for clausa1ly 
adjoined phrases to be c1ausa11y interpreted. they may not bind 
a position inside the s to which they are adjoined. 
5. I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer for the observation in connection 
with this point that an unstated assumption underlies the di scussfon. 
I assume (and l imagine L would also) that any phrase which .is clausally 
19
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· · ....... ·· .. ·,·····-·: v ,-·· · .- - ··· - -- ··· · . .. · ·· .~--- .~" .. , .•.. · ,-:::n · ·-· ' - · ' 
interpreted cannot be considered to bind a position within another 
semantic clause; e.g., a clausa11y interpreted PP cannot bind an empty 
PP which is a complement to a predicative adjective within S. 
As the reviewer points out, this interpretation of L 1 s analysis also 
explains the ungra1T111aticaHty of (i): 
(i) ~*With no job would John be happy with a lot of money. 
In (i), the fronted phrase cannot be clausally interpreted, due to 
the a,ppl i cation of SAT, with concomitant pruning. Since the PP 
complement to the predicative adjective is already filled (cf. 'with 
a 1 ot of money 1 }, the fronted pnra·se cannot be interpreted and the 
sentence is ruled out. Nl'Jtfce that without the application of SAI 
in (iJ, the fronted PP MUST be clausally interpreted: 
{ii) With no job, John would be happy with a lot of mo~ey. 
Furthennore, were a sentence like (iii.) to be generated ,by the syntactic 
component, it also would be uninterpretable, since the fronted phrase 
could not be said to bind the position of the empty PP (cf. the 
assumption made explicit above). · 
(iii) With no job, John would be happy. (pp e). 
Notice that it is irrelevant whether .(pp e) arises as a result of · 
movement (i.e., it is a trace}, or was based generated as an empty phrase. 
6. Ther~ is one reading of (25) on whicn it is not ungrammatical. This 
is one in which the PP is clausally fnterpreted, with a resultant 
. meaning which could be paraphrased as: 
. . 
( i) ::John would be dul 1 if he had no job. 
~25), on this reading, allows an intonation break preceding the PP 
(cf. (ii)), as predicted, since the underlying structure is assumed 
to be identical to that given in (21a). Furthennore, fronting of the 
phrase is also permitted, though it cannot yield a derivation in 
- . ,,-., •-••••-•- ,~ < " ,>••• . , • • •'••- •••N•-••'•"•·- ·- -. 4 _.,,__,, __ ••.• ,,.,-.« 0, .<,, .. .,, -" "- · "" , .... ,, ... . ,. ,,,.,.,, .. , .. . ,, ,.,,W '.OK,_,,..,....,, ... . -, .... , ..... , . , ,,., ..... , ...... . ,. " .. "'" , .... , .. , • ~- •• ·., . A ... . ,. ,~, .,.. •• ,..,..,.., , , , . , .,.. , ,,_ , • . , . _ ,,_ ._,.;  • ' ~ • • , . • ,• • • 
(ii) John would be dull, with no job. 
(iii) With no job, John would be dull. 
7. Barbara Partee has pointed out to me that simi l ar ambiguities of scope 
aF.e possible with quantifiers as well as negation: 
( i) a. 
b. 
(ii)a. 
b. 
Many arrows hit the target, because they were magnetized. 
Many arrows hit the target because they were magnetized. 
Few arrows hit the target, because they were magnetized. 
Few arrows hit the target because they were magnetized. 
8. It is unclear to me how this fact would be represented in the SC of SAL 
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9. A similar argllllent can be constructed using the sentences in (i): 
(1) a. Senator Eastland didn 1t grow cotton (,) to make money. 
b. Did Senator Eastland not grow cotton(.} to make money? 
c. Didn't Senator Eastland grow cotton(,) to make money? 
131 
The crucial point is that (i)c is unambiguous, while (i}a.~ are not. 
Interestingly enough, this argunent holds even when the purpose clause 
is preposed. 
(ii) a. To make money, did Senator Eastland not grow cotton? 
b. To make money, didn 1 t Senator Eastland grow cotton? 
(ii)a is ambiguous, while (ii)b is not. Notice that not only does L1s 
pruning analysis force the wrong prediction with respect to scope 
of negation in this case, it also forces the wrong prediction with respect 
to (18), n;s rule for assigning intonation phrase boundaries. In 
both (ii)a,b the preposed clause will be sister adjoined to AUX, and 
will necessarily be within the boundaries defined by the application 
of {10) to these structures. It might be objected that (10) couTd 
be interpreted in such a way as to apply to the S 'to make money• and 
assign it the status of an intonational phrase, but obviously L could 
' not have meant {10) in this way; for a sentence like 
(iii) Senator Eastland grew cotton, to make money. 
the notion of assertability is defined on S to exclude the clause 
'to make money' from the main assertion of the sentence. There is no 
interpretation of {iii), unlike (iv), on which 1 to make money' is 
included in the assertion of the sentence. 
{iv) Senator Eastland grew cotton to make money. 
Hence, to remain consistent, {10) cannot be interpreted in such a 
way as to allow the derivation of (iii} in which the non-root Sis 
included in the interpretation of the sentence. 
10. Except, of course, (33). 
11. It is quite possible that this rule is in fact topiealization. 
12. It is interesting to note that this possibility does not exist with 
PPs which necessarily receive a sentence-internal interpretation. 
Consider the sentences of (i)-(iii): . 
(1} John was affected by the accident in no way. 
In no way was John affected by the accident. 
*No way was John affected by the ac ident in. 
(ii) Mary will fail under no circumstances. 
Under no circumstances will Mary fail. 
*No circumstances wi 1 l Mary fail under. 
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(iii) Paul threatened his mother at no time. 
At no time did Paul threaten his mother. 
*No time did Paul' threaten his mother at. 
··· : .. - .. _ .. : ,.,,;:.,~ ... ,.. ;·· 
13. SAI must also be allowed to apply in embedded sentences in other 
types of constructions than thfs. Cf. for example: 
( 1.) }a. 
jb. 
' ; 
Mary decided that, were John to come early, she would be ~repared. 
John believes sincerely that he would be safe now had he 
left as planned. 
14. And also, perhaps, S. 
15. Where C is meant to indicate that the outer boundary for the application 
of t~is rule is an interpretive cyclic node; i.e. that the rule applies 
to semantic clauses. · 
16. By placing the negation operator outside the bracket, Ir mean to specify 
thaf 1neg 1 is Chomsky-adjo'ined to the clause it has scope over. In 
this .. way, scope can be defined in terms · of the relation 11c-commands11 • 
-r ' • 
17. Where 1? 1 is meant to indicate that the truth of the following closed 
sentence is being questioned. 
18. It should be mentioned that l also considers 1 so ••• that 1 constructions 
with inversion as furthe'r evidence for his proposa 1. I have done some 
work on a reanalysis of these sentence types, and feel :that the analysis 
I ha~e presented for negatives can be generalized to include scope of 
1 so 1 with respect to result 1 that 1 clauses in an interesting fashion. 
The ~details of this generalized analysis are unclear, but the general 
framework is promfsing. 
19. But cf. Grimshaw (1977) for an alternative analysis of WH exclamatives 
which is not analogous to that for WH questions. 
20. Jackendoff (197?.) gives a detailed analysis of adverbs ·for which {10) 
is also inadequate. I can see no way in which (10) can be revised to 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~i~m~ii~;Er•~ 
21. I wish to acknowledge my gratitude to linguists who encouraged me 
in this work and offered me inspiration and insights which might 
not have been forthcoming. In particular, I wish to thank Nikki Keach, 
Edwin Williams, Lisa Selkirk, Barbara Partee, and Jane ·Grimshaw, 
although this list is by no means exhaustive. 
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